Let G be an eighth-group having no relators of the form R s a . If XT = an where a is a generator and X is a word then r divides re and X = a
Introduction.
In 1962 S. Lipschutz published a paper entitled, On square roots in eighth-groups in which he proved that if there is no relator R = am in an eighth-group then the word an has no square root for odd exponents and has only the unique square root a" for even exponents. In this paper we generalize this result to arbitrary rth roots, namely:
Theorem. Let G be an eighth-group having no relators of the form R = a1. If Xr = a" where a is a generator then r\n and X = a" . Remark.
In order to simplify our proofs, we will assume for the rest of this paper that our eighth-groups have only relators whose length is at least 4. The case of relators of length less than 4 can be eliminated without much trouble and will not be considered. We see from this analysis that no case of Greendlinger's lemma can apply" Therefore, the square word anTanT = 1 must cyclically reduce to the empty word. This forces T = aT.
Lemma 5. Let G be an eighth-group having no relators of the form R = a1. Suppose a" ~ Xm where X is cyclically fully reduced. Then m \ n and X = a .
Proof. Suppose a" ~ Xm then a2" ~ X2m. Now a2n is cyclically freely reduced. Also since a < 2/8 R for any integer P then a " is cyclically fully reduced. Since X is cyclically freely reduced, X m is also cyclically freely reduced. We next bend X m into a circle and fully reduce and freely reduce until the resulting circular word contains no subword greater than 4/8 of any relator. By this process we obtain a word Dj which is cyclically fully reduced and also conjugate to X m. By Greendlinger's basic theorem [4] there is a cyclic permutation of a " and a cyclic permutation of D. (say D") and a conjugating element T < 1/8 R such that a2n = TDT.
Of all such pairs (D, a ") and all such conjugating elements T where D is a cyclic permutation of Dj and in which a n = TDT, we chose the conjugating element T of minimal length.
(1) Suppose T is not empty. We next consider the "square" word a2nTDT = 1: 2n T D By our choice of a conjugating element T of minimal length we see that there can be no reaction at the corners of the above square word.
We now apply Greendlinger's lemma to our square word. We will show that none of the 5 cases of that tool can apply. These arguments show that if a " is conjugate to a cyclically fully reduced word then that word must be identically equal to a " . We end the proof of the theorem by considering 2 cases:
(a) X is cyclically fully reduced;
(b) X is not cyclically fully reduced. Proof. Let X be an arbitrary word and suppose that Xr = an. By reduction process we can find X. = X in which X0 is fully reduced. Thus X' = XT = a". Now XQ may not be cyclically fully reduced. If XQ = iABC) with LiCA) > LiR)/2 and R S ÍCA)Ty Then AXQA = Ai ABC) A = BÍCA) = BTj.
Hence, XQ ~ ÍBT A and LiT A < LÍCA). By repetition of this process, if necessary, we can find a cyclically fully reduced word X, which is conjugate to XQ. Therefore, XQ = TXjT where Xj is cyclically fully reduced.
We may also take T to be fully reduced. Now, a" = XT0 = ÍTXJY = iTX\f). But then X'j ~ a" with Xj cyclically fully reduced. Hence, by Lemma 5 we conclude that r\ n and X. 3^ a .
Let k = n/r. Hence, XQ = TX{T = TafeT. Now by hypothesis a" = XrQ = iTa T)t -TanT. We now use Lemma 4 and conclude that T Qt'a*.
Finally, X = XQ = TXjT = a'«*«' « «\ Therefore, X = a"/r. 
